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Abstract
In the last few decades exhaust emissions of road vehicles have decreased dramatically, owing to the more and
more stringent emission standards issued by the legislative bodies of different countries, combined with the necessity
of cleaner, better performing vehicles from society side. The introduction of Common Rail (CR) injection systems has
been a great step towards achieving this target, thanks to its flexibility in fuel injection pressure, timing, and length,
along variable engine load conditions. However, it is highly time and resource consuming to set up the injection
system for all operating points of different engines, moreover, as the injection is a small scale, high speed process, the
behaviour of the internal processes is challenging to measure. The best solution for these problems is to create
a detailed model of the injector, where all the hydraulic, mechanic, and electromagnetic subsystems are represented,
this way the internal working conditions can be analysed and resources can be saved.
In this work, a detailed model of a first generation CR injector for commercial vehicles is presented and validated
against needle lift data. The fluid dynamic and mechanic sub-systems are presented in details to thoroughly
investigate the working principles of the injector internal parts. The fluid dynamic subsystem contains the chambers,
holes, and throttles of the injector, while the mechanic subsystem models the motion and behaviour of the internal
parts. The main features of the injector internal working conditions are described and analysed. Apart from the needle
lift, these included solenoid anchor, pin and control piston lifts, the control chamber pressure and the mechanical
force acting on the anchor. Five test cases were chosen on a medium duty test engine to represent a wide range of
operation points from full load to idle and the simulated results were compared to the measured data. The simulated
control piston movement accurately matched the measured curves in every test case.
Keywords: Common Rail, injector, simulation, modelling, internal combustion engines

1. Introduction
The introduction of Common Rail (CR) injection systems has been a great step towards
achieving this target, thanks to its flexibility in fuel injection pressure, timing, and length, along
variable engine load conditions [1-3]. The most innovative feature of the CR systems is that they
separate the pressure generation physically from the fuel metering. Due to this architecture, the
injection is independent from the engine speed or the instantaneous engine load, thus avoiding
injection pressure drop at low speeds and loads, as it was the particularity of conventional injection
systems [4]. This independence, coupled with the possibility of multiple injections, allows more
control over the combustion process, hence it mostly depends on the air-fuel mixing process
during and after the injection event [5]. However, it is highly time and resource consuming to set
up the system for all operating points of different engines. Moreover, as the injection is a small
scale, high-speed process, the behaviour of the internal processes is challenging to measure. The
best solution for these problems is to create a detailed model of the injector, where all the
hydraulic, mechanic, and electromagnetic subsystems are represented, this way the internal
working conditions can be analysed and both time and money can be saved.
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As CR systems spread in the market, many CR injector models appeared in the literature. Few
attempts have been made to model the whole injection system, including high-pressure pump and
rail pipes [6-7], but most models concentrated only on the key part of the system, the injector
itself. A couple of simplified models have been made with control purpose [8-9], but most of the
works describe the injector processes detailed. Often these models included only two sub-models:
a mechanical and a fluid dynamical one [10-16]. Less effort has been spent on modelling the
electromagnetic circuit of the solenoid. Among these, the work of Binachi et al. has to be
highlighted [17-20], as a complete, detailed, and validated CR injector model under continuous
development. Models, which do not contain this sub-model, usually use an interpolation of force
data acting on the anchor, defined by measurements [21-22].
The mechanical aspects of injectors have been thoroughly investigated in almost every work,
including the elastic axial deformation of the needle and control piston along with the injector
body [23], which affects the effective needle displacement and the needle-seat passage area at the
orifice holes. Even radial deformation has been modelled to analyse the leakage flow rate [19].
Fluid dynamics is the key factor of CR injector modelling. Most of the models contain some
kind of a cavitation modelling. It it crucially affects the discharge coefficient of the orifices and
because of this cannot be neglected. Much emphasize was put on determining and describing this
phenomenon occurring in various orifices of a CR injector [24]. Along with cavitation, the
determination of the discharge coefficient is very critical, because it determines the needle
dynamics and the nozzle mass flow rate. The model created by [11] was a rather simple solution,
but it proved that the phenomenon of the pressure wave propagation could be used to increase
pressure locally in the accumulation chamber of the injector needle, thus increasing injection
pressure.
Considering the simulation environment, most models were set up in Matlab/Simulink, [7] and
[15] used AMESim code and only a fraction of the available literature set a model up in GT-Fuel
[25-26].
The description above showed that a CR injector employs three main sub-models. An
electrical, a hydraulic, and a mechanic part needs to be set up in order to describe and investigate
all the phenomena that govern injector operation. Before this hybrid architecture could be used as
a predictive model of the given injector, it is fundamental to validate the calculated processes in
the whole range of possible operation points. In the following chapters, every sub-model made on
the basis of a Bosch CRIN1 CR injector for commercial vehicles will be thoroughly presented and
a detailed analysis will be given of the working principles and parameter effects.
2. The modelled injector
The Bosch CRIN1 type CR fuel injector was used as a basis to set up the model. The cross
section of the injector can be seen on Fig. 1.
The injector consists of five main parts; these together with a few other important components
can be followed on Fig. 1. The largest part is the injector body (1); it holds together the multi-hole,
valve covered orifice (VCO) type nozzle (2) with the solenoid coil assembly (3) and contains the
ball valve body (4). The armature of the solenoid (5) moves together with a steel ball, which is
responsible for the opening and closing of the so-called A-throttle. The valve body has two
calibrated orifices (A- and Z-throttles) controlling pressure in the control chamber (6) above the
corresponding control piston (7). The control piston is in direct physical connection with the
nozzle needle (8), which is held down by a needle spring. The high-pressure side of the injector is
indicated with red, while the fuel-return with a yellow colour.
Before detailing the model, the working principle of the injector shall be described. It is based
on a simple, but clever servo-like mechanism, the hearth of which is the control chamber with the
two calibrated orifice. When the system is at rest, the internal ducts, the control chamber and the
accumulation volume is filled up by high-pressure oil from the rail pipe. The pressure in the
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control chamber with the additional force of the needle spring pushes down the injector needle
onto its seat, there is no injection. When the coil of the solenoid is excited, the arising magnetic
force pulls up the anchor and opens the ball valve above the control chamber. This way the
A-throttle is opened; pressure in the chamber starts to decrease. The Z-throttle is designed to
maintain a continuous pressure drop from rail pressure, so during the time when the ball valve is
opened, the pressure in the control chamber remains low. On the other side of the assembly, in the
accumulation chamber the rail pressure pushes up the needle against the spring and opens the
nozzle orifices, the injection begins. When the excitement of the solenoid is finished, the anchor
spring closes the ball vale, and the control chamber is filled up again with rail pressure, the control
piston pushes down the needle onto its seat and the injection is finished. This process will be
analysed more deeply in the chapters below, because many details can influence the procedure.

Fig. 1. Cross section of the Bosch CRIN1 injector

3. The modelled injector
An electro-fluid-mechanical hybrid model was set up in order to study the behaviour of a first
generation CR injector for commercial vehicles. Although the structure was presented in [27],
a deeper analysis and verification was needed to make it predictive. The model was implemented
in a commercial simulation software named GT-Suite, in the GT-Fuel submodule. The software is
capable of handling different disciplines of physics, such like electromechanical, thermal, fluiddynamical, and mechanical problems [28]. The governing equations and the build-up of the model
will be discussed thoroughly below.
3.1. Electromagnetic model
The electromagnetic model of the solenoid valve is a crucial part of the injector: it is the
assembly, which transforms the input current to mechanical force through magnetic circuits.
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As mentioned, the output of the electromagnetic subsystem has to be the magnetic force acting
on the anchor of the solenoid. This force will be considered by the mechanical sub-model and
anchor dynamics will be calculated according to its value. The magnetic force is calculated based
on the reluctance of the circuit, when current begins to flow in the coil, magnetic flux flows
through the elements and electromagnetic force will be generated between the surfaces of the air
gaps. A detailed explanation of the build-up and working principles can be found in [29].
3.2. Hydraulic model
The hydraulic model strictly follows system layout. Modelled parts are connecting pipe
between rail tube and injector, internal flow passages of the injector itself; rail tube and highpressure pump are beyond the scope of this work. Effect of the absence of these parts is eliminated
by an unsteady input boundary condition of measured rail pressure during injection. Injector unit
has been modelled as a network of pipes and chambers connected by orifices. Higher-level
components from software model library were used for calculating fuel leakage, mechanical force
produced by chamber pressures and flow at the conical end of the needle.
Calculation is based on one-dimensional, unsteady, compressible flow. It takes into account the
dynamics of the attached mechanical components and structural heat transfer [30].
Figure 2 and 3 show the hydraulic and mechanical sub-models of the injector. On Fig. 2, the
injector body is presented, while Fig. 3 shows the assembly located in the solenoid.
The geometrical parameters needed in fluid-dynamic equations were measured and
implemented in the model; the characteristics of the three main orifices can be followed in Tab. 1.
Tab. 1. Geometric parameters of orifices (Dh – diameter of hole, L – length of hole, r – inlet corner radius)

Injector orifice hole
Hole A
Hole Z

Dh [µm]
152
268
220

L [mm]
1
0.6
0.47

r [µm]
20
65
55

As pressure and temperature can remarkably vary in CR systems, it is important to use accurate
fluid properties. In these simulations ISO4113 test oil was used. The density, bulk modulus, and
dynamic viscosity curves of this fluid were predefined in the simulation software as functions of
pressure and temperature and analytic functions based on least square method were used for
interpolation between the points.
3.3. The mechanical model
The mechanical parts that move during injector functioning (i.e. boll valve, control piston,
needle) are modelled with the familiar mass-spring-damper scheme. The masses in the simulation
environment may translate and experience velocity in x, y and angular directions, the equations are
based on Newton’s second law and calculated in every coordinate direction.
The sum of forces acting on a body may include viscous, elastic and body forces, or the user
can define external forces acting on the different masses.
As Fig. 2 shows, the injector needle in this model is handled as a rigid body, although the high
working pressures of the injection system causes appreciable deformation of the parts. Modelling
of this phenomenon has a critical importance on the accuracy of the simulation, as will be shown
below. To consider the change of the actual needle stroke due to the axial deformation of the
needle, the control piston, and the injector body, the spring stiffness of these three elements was
reduced to one element. The mass of the control piston was split into two parts and connected by
a spring and a damper element. The spring stiffness can defined using the measurements of
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a needle lift sensor and a line pressure sensor. The needle lift sensor indicates the control piston
stroke change due to deformation, while the force acting on the piston can be obtained from the
measured pressure and the piston diameter. This method eliminates the laborious work of defining
the stiffness of all different parts one by one and provides accurate results.

Fig. 2. Hydraulic and mechanical sub-models
of the injector body

Fig. 3. Hydraulic and mechanical models
of the solenoid assembly

The measurement of the masses and springs in the system is relatively easy, but the evaluation
of the damping factors is considerably more difficult. Considering e.g. the control piston or the
needle, the damping factor shall contain the damping effects of the oil viscosity and the friction
between the piston and the liner. Unfortunately, experimental evidences show that the friction
component of the damping is much more relevant and it cannot be theoretically evaluated. The
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reason for this is that friction is mainly influenced by the machining tolerances; therefore, damping
must be estimated during the model-tuning phase.
4. Results and discussion
Results are presented from the comparison of the measured and predicted needle lifts, along
with other important parameters covering the whole operating range of the CR system in terms of
excitation time and rail pressure, in order to validate the simulation model.
4.1 Test bench layout
The measurements were realized using a four cylinder turbocharged Diesel engine installed on
an engine test bench [32]. As Fig. 4 shows, a cylinder head similar to the one on the engine was
used to hold the injector.

Fig. 4. Test-bench layout

One of the injectors on the engine was disconnected from the rail tube and the ECU. A flexible
tube was mounted to provide oil supply to the examined injector, whereas the free electrical
connection was used to drive it. This way the engine ran with three cylinders, while the
connections of the fourth drove the examined injector.
A current clamp was used to record the driving current and a line pressure sensor was mounted
on the rail tube to measure injection pressure. The injector was equipped with a needle lift senor
measuring the control piston position, this way all important operation conditions could be
monitored except for the injection rate.
Different injection pressures and excitation times were reached by setting different engine
operation points on the test bench from full load to idle.
Injections occurred in a stainless steel tube, the pressure of which was maintained at constant
5 bar.
4.2 Test cases, boundary conditions
Five different test cases are presented in this work with five different engine-operating points.
The engine speeds, loads and the corresponding measured injection pressures and excitation times
can be followed on Tab. 2.
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Tab. 2. Test case parameters

Test case
1
2
3
4
5

Engine speed
[Rpm]
1400
1500
1500
1500
900

Engine torque
[Nm]
400
300
200
100
0

Injection pressure
[bar]
890
680
540
450
355

Excitation time
[ms]
2.7
2.55
1.9
1.15
0.4 + 0.6

Test case 1 represents full engine load, test cases 2 to 4 represent partial load, while test case 5
was a high idle operational point.
The measured injector current and rail pressure traces were used as inputs for the simulations.
This means that the rail pressure was not a constant value, the pressure fluctuation caused by the
high-pressure pump and the other injectors were considered in the model. The measured injector
currents are shown on Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Injector currents in the different test cases

4.3 Validation and results
The model has been validated by comparisons with measurements in terms of injector control
piston lift. Needle lift could not be directly measured, the sensor recorded control piston position.
Five experimental cases cover a wide range of the injector operational domain with different
rail pressures and opening times. Four of the five cases represent single injections without pre or
post phases, while case 5 shows an operational point at engine idle, with two short injections, low
rail pressure, and a needle in ballistic range. Control piston lifts of the first four cases can be
followed on Fig. 6; here blue lines represent the measured curves and green lines the simulated
ones.
Effect of axial deformation of the control piston and needle is obvious on these position traces.
Case 1 has the largest stroke, because rail pressure is the highest here and along with the rail
pressure the axial force increases. It is worth noticing that stroke difference reaches 40 µm
between cases 1 and 4. It is also worthwhile to point out the ‘humps’ at the beginning of every
needle lift. This is caused by the sudden pressure drop when the ball valve opens the control
chamber and the control piston expands axially before the actual movement begins. This effect is
confirmed when examining the predicted control chamber pressure trace on Fig. 9 and the control
piston and needle lifts on Fig. 10. This spring-like behaviour causes the slight delay between the
control piston and needle lifts as well.
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Fig. 6. Measured and simulated control piston lifts for test cases 1 to 4 (measured: blue; simulated: green)

Fig. 7. Measured and simulated control piston lifts for test case 5 (measured: blue; simulated: green)

The control piston lift of case 5 is shown separately from the first four, for visibility reasons.
On Fig. 7, the ballistic motion of the control piston of the last case is depicted. The needle does not
reach its full stroke neither in the pre nor in the main injection phase.
In all cases, a certain amount of noise can be noticed, but it stays in a tolerable range, so no
filtering was used. This way the time shift of the filter was avoided and results that are more
accurate could be provided.
All simulations follow the measured traces with good accuracy. To calculate this accuracy, the
root mean square (RMS) errors were calculated for every case based on the following equation:
1

𝑇𝑇 𝑙𝑙

𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 = � ∫0 � 𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑇𝑇
𝑙𝑙

−𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

2

� ,

(1)

where:
𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖
– RMS error,
𝑇𝑇
– simulation time range,
𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 – measured control piston lift,
𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 – simulated control piston lift.
The RMS values are presented in Tab. 3.
All RMS error values are less than 1%, so based on Fig. 6 and 7 with the results shown in
Tab. 4 it can be stated, that the simulation predicts the needle lifts of the injector very accurately.
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Tab. 3. RMS errors

Test case

RMS error

1

0.0053

2

0.0054

3

0.0054

4

0.0054

5

0.0048

The predicted anchor and pin lifts are reported in Fig. 8. Here, like seen in connection with
other elements, the pin also suffers a small amount of axial deformation from the preload of the
pin spring. It is very small indeed, but when the whole stroke of the assembly is 50 µm, it is
noticeable.

Fig. 8. Predicted anchor and pin lifts for test case 1

Apart from the deformation, the oscillation of the elements can be examined. Initially the
anchor and the pin were forming one part, but the weight and eigen frequency of that layout lead to
unstable working and high differences in injected masses, due to long oscillation and the reopenings of the control chamber [22]. This was mainly eliminated by separating the anchor and the
pin, using an anchor spring to keep the part in place. This build-up gives the ability for the two
parts to move separately in one direction. This can be followed on Fig. 8, when the magnetic force
opens the ball valve and the anchor reaches full stroke, the pin moves further and bounces back
from spring force. When the valve closes, the ball reaches the seat, but the anchor moves further
and oscillates back, opening hole A for a moment. This opening can be followed on Fig. 9 as well,
where between 3.6 and 4 ms a second, smaller pressure drop appears.
Examining the depicted pressure trace of the control chamber, the two transient processes at
the opening and closing shall be analysed more closely. When the ball lifts off the seat, the
chamber pressure drops rapidly and the control piston extends along with the needle.
Synchronously with this process, the piston starts to move up, opening the needle orifices. As
these movements occur, the volume of the control chamber is reduced and the pressure in it rises
back. This process is called the pumping effect of the opening phase, and here the A hole acts as
a choke and slows down the motion. In the closing phase, the above-mentioned oscillation reopens
the valve and closing of the needle orifices is slowed down.
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Fig. 9. Predicted control chamber pressure for test case 1

Fig. 10. Predicted control piston and needle lifts for test case 1

On Fig. 10, the deformation of the needle-control piston assembly can be followed. Due to the
elastic deformation, the opening of the needle is slightly delayed to the control piston as mentioned
before. The full stroke of the piston is about 250 µm, but the needle tip moves less. The reverse
process can be observed at the closing phase. The needle reaches its seat first and as the pressure
grows back to rail value in the control chamber, the deformation gives extra stroke to the control
piston upper end.
5. Conclusion
In this article, a detailed model of a first generation CR injector for commercial vehicles
was presented and validated against needle lift data. Five test cases were chosen to represent a
wide range of operation points from full load to engine idle. The simulated control piston
movement accurately matched the measured curves in every test case.
The fluid dynamic and mechanic sub-systems were presented in details to thoroughly
investigate the working principles of the injector internal parts. The main features of the injector
internal working conditions were described and analysed.
Validation against injection rate measurements shall be done in the future to make the model
fully predictive.
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